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Rumspringa
Fully updated and expanded, the Second Edition of
Multicultural Health serves as a comprehensive guide
for healthcare workers in any cultural community.
Focusing on differences in cultural beliefs about
health and illness, and models for cross-cultural
health and communication, this text helps students
and professionals learn effective ways to implement
health promotion programs and program evaluation
across cultures.
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Dug Down Deep
A Very English Christmas: A Gay Amish Story

Fight the Tide
In Case of Emergency: A Novella

Private Politics
Jason Banning is a wreck. His leg's been blown to hell
in Afghanistan, his boyfriend just left him and took the
dog, and now he's back in his hometown of Pinehurst,
Washington, a place that holds nothing but wretched
memoriesand Nathan Tull. Nathan Tull, whose life
Jason ruined. Nathan Tull, who will never believe Jason
did what he did for a greater good. Nathan Tull,
whose reverend father runs the gay conversion
therapy camp that Jason once sought to bring downat
any cost. Nathan Tull is trying to live a quiet life. Four
years ago, when Nate was a prospective student
visiting UW, his world collapsed when senior Jason
Banning slept with him, filmed it, and put the footage
online. A painful public outing and a crisis of faith
later, Nate has finally begun to heal. Cured of the
"phantoms" that plagued him for years, he now has a
girlfriend, a counselor job at his dad's camp, and the
constant, loving support of his father. But when he
learns Jason is back in town, his carefully constructed
identity begins to crumble. As desperate to reconcile
his love for God with his attraction to men as Jason is
to make sense of the damage he's done, Nate finds
himself walking a dangerous line. On one side lies the
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righteous life he committed himself to in the wake of
his public humiliation. On the other is the sin he
committed with Jason Banning, and the phantoms
that won't let him be. But is there a path that can
bridge those two worlds--where his faith and his
identity as a gay man aren't mutually exclusive? And
can he walk that path with the man who betrayed
him?

Legal Systems Very Different from Ours
Browse the inspirational fiction section of your local
bookstore, and you will likely find cover after cover
depicting virtuous young women cloaked in modest
dresses and wearing a pensive or playful expression.
They hover innocently above sun-drenched pastures
or rustic country lanes, often with a horse-drawn
buggy in the backgroundâ€”or the occasional brawny
stranger. Romance novels with Amish protagonists,
such as the best-selling trailblazer The Shunning by
Beverly Lewis, are becoming increasingly popular with
a largely evangelical female audience. Thrill of the
Chaste is the first book to analyze this growing trend
in romance fiction and to place it into the context of
contemporary literature, religion, and popular culture.
Valerie Weaver-Zercher combines research and
interviews with devoted readers, publishers, and
authors to produce a lively and provocative
examination of the Amish romance novel. She
discusses strategies that literary agents and
booksellers use to drive the genre’s popularity. By
asking questions about authenticity, cultural
appropriation, and commodification, Thrill of the
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Chaste also considers Amish fiction’s effects on Amish
and non-Amish audiences alike.

Reading the Signs
On Australia's hottest beach, the most dangerous
current is between them. Training to be a lifeguard is
tough work, but Cody Grant loves a challenge. He
spends long days in the sun and surf rescuing
swimmers from treacherous rip currents while trying
not to lust after senior lifeguard Liam Fox-who is
deeply, painfully closeted. Liam was supposed to be a
football legend. Now in his mid-thirties, it's been over
a decade since his dream shattered along with his
knee. Fans still recognize him regularly, and he's
terrified his sexuality will be discovered and his
conservative parents will reject him. He has strict
rules to protect his secret and keeps everyone at
arm's length. Liam never acts on his need to
surrender after being shamed for it years ago by the
first and only man he trusted. Out and proud Cody
fascinates Liam-and tempts him to break all the rules.
Cody is practically half Liam's size and age, but has
the confidence and compassion to take charge and
give Liam the release, affection, and acceptance he
desperately craves. But how long can a secret affair
satisfy their hearts? As if saving lives isn't hard
enough, Cody faces his greatest challenge yet
convincing Liam to trust him and find the courage to
live out loud. Flash Rip is an M/M gay romance from
Keira Andrews featuring a slow burn, an age gap,
scorching first times, and of course a happy ending.
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Arctic Fire
Adrift in a post-apocalyptic world, they only have each
other. Is it enough? A virus that turns the infected into
zombie-like killers spreads through a burning world
thrown into lawless chaos. Lovers Parker and Adam
have escaped to the open sea when they hear a
message over the airwaves from a place called
Salvation Island-a supposed safe haven. Orphaned as
a child, werewolf Adam has always longed for a pack.
He's eager to investigate the island, but Parker
doesn't think for a nanosecond that the voice on the
radio can be believed. He doesn't trust anyone but
Adam and is determined to keep it that way. They
don't need anyone else complicating their struggle to
survive. Or do they? Danger on the high seas can
surface in a heartbeat, and if Parker and Adam aren't
careful, the current will drag them under. This gay
romance is a dystopian adventure featuring a
werewolf, his boyfriend, and their struggle to find a
place to call home.

Rum Spring
Offers wisdom and guidance for Christians to
strengthen their faith, discussing how God speaks to
individuals, how Jesus' death on the cross paid for
sins, who the Holy Spirit is, and more.

Kidnapped by the Pirate
Omega Gray Tomlinson is positive he’ll remain
unmated for the rest of his life. By his mid-thirties, he
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remains unclaimed and without prospects, and lives
confined to the Omega Quadrant, where he’s sure
he’ll end up dying alone. When his older brother,
Silver, and Silver’s alpha die in a tragic accident,
Gray’s nephews come to live in his little sequestered
world. Without an alpha, he knows he has little means
to help support the boys. The only choice he can
stomach is to offer his services as a surrogate. The
minute Gray meets Jamie, the infertile omega who so
desperately wants a child, he senses a bond like none
he’s ever felt before. It’s brotherly love at first sight,
and Gray decides Jamie is the one, agreeing to carry
his and his alpha, Rohan’s, child. But when
circumstances change, Gray is faced with new
challenges, a new love interest, and a battle for the
very life that grew inside him. And maybe there’s an
alpha out there for him after all…

Thrill of the Chaste
His mission was seduction—not falling in love. When
young Sebastian Brambani meets a sexy and exciting
older man, he’s easily seduced. But for spy Kyle
Grant, it’s all business. Sebastian is simply a pawn in
Kyle’s mission to acquire a dangerous chemical
weapon from Sebastian’s criminal father. Kyle’s life is
his work for a shadowy international agency
protecting the world from evil, and he can’t worry
about what will happen to Sebastian when the job is
done. Sebastian’s unwitting role in Kyle’s plan is the
last straw for his ruthless father, who has been
embarrassed by his gay son for the last time. But
when Kyle discovers Sebastian could be the key to
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finding the deadly Chimera, he rescues him from his
father's hitman and fights to keep him alive. Can a
hardened spy and naïve college student take down a
criminal kingpin, stay one step ahead of the killers on
their trail—and fight the scorching attraction between
them? This gay romance from Keira Andrews features
sexy spies, an age difference, a sheltered and
passionate virgin, action and adventure, and of
course a happy ending. BONUS STORY INCLUDED: The
Argentine Seduction, a sequel for Kyle and Sebastian
featuring unexpected jealousy, protectiveness, and a
dangerous mission in the simmering heat of Buenos
Aires. (And of course a happy ending!)

A Very English Christmas
The war is over. The battle for love has just begun. As
Marines, Cal and Jim depended on each other to
survive bloodshed and despair in the Pacific. Relieved
to put the horrors of war behind him, Jim went home
to his apple orchard and a quiet life with his wife and
children. Knowing Jim could never return his forbidden
feelings, Cal hoped time and an ocean between them
would dull the yearning for his best friend. But when
Jim’s wife dies, Cal returns to help. He doesn’t know a
thing about apple farming—or children—but he’s
determined to be there for Jim, even as the painful
torch he carries blazes back to life. Jim is grateful for
his friend’s support as he struggles with buried
emotions and dark wartime memories. Then Jim
begins to see Cal in a new light, and their relationship
deepens in ways neither expected. Can they build a
life together as a family and find happiness in a world
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that would condemn them?

Semper Fi
This hot-headed rookie needs discipline—on and off
the field. Pitcher Nico Agresta is desperate to live up
to his family’s baseball legacy. Since he was a
teenager crushing on his big brother’s teammate,
he’s known he can’t act on his desires. His father’s
made it clear there should be no queers on the field,
but if Nico can win Rookie of the Year like his dad and
brother did, maybe he can prove he’s worthy after all.
At 34, veteran catcher Jake Fitzgerald just wants to
finish out his contract and retire. His team doesn't
have a prayer of making the playoffs, but who needs
the stress? Jake lost his passion for the game—and
life—after driving away the man he loved, and he
swore he’d never risk his heart again. Then he’s
traded to a team that wants a vet behind the plate to
tame their new star pitcher. Jake is shocked to find
the gangly kid he once knew has grown into a
gorgeous young man. But tightly wound Nico’s having
trouble controlling his temper in his quest for
perfection, and Jake needs to teach him patience and
restraint on the mound. When their push and pull
explodes into the bedroom, Nico and Jake will both
learn how much they’ll risk for love. This gay sports
romance from Keira Andrews features men who have
been repressing their feelings far too long, light
BDSM, an age difference, sweaty locker rooms, and of
course a happy ending.

Semper Fi
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A queer retelling of Romeo & Juliet, except no one has
to bury their gays. A decades-old family rivalry is
reaching a boiling point as the patriarchs vie for a
seat in Congress. Democrat vs Republican, Muslim vs
Christian, Hashmi vs Swain - the Midwestern town of
Arbor Hills is one spark away from an explosion of
violence. So when two men find themselves
irresistibly drawn together at a party, only to discover
they were born on opposite sides of a bloody battle
line, Matthew Swain and Rabi Hashmi know they
should leave well enough alone. The pull between
them is magnetic, though, and it's too strong to
ignore. Unable to resist, they meet again in secret.
Generations of hatred can't temper the passionate
love growing between them, but two men falling for
each other in the middle of a war zone can't hold back
the inevitable clash. And when decades of political,
religious, and personal strife finally come to a head,
there will be blood. This 60,000 word novel was
previously published.

Summer's Crossing
When two young Amish men find love, will they risk
losing everything? In a world where every detail of life
is dictated by God and the all-powerful rules of the
church, David takes on Isaac as a carpentry
apprentice. Soon their attraction grows amid the
sweat and sawdust, and they share sinful secrets. Can
they reconcile their shocking desires with their
commitment to faith, family and community?

In Case of Emergency
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A revelatory look at Amish youth as they have never
been looked at before Rumspringa is a fascinating
look at a little-known Amish coming-of-age ritual, the
rumspringa—the period of "running around" that
begins for their youth at age sixteen. Through vivid
portraits of teenagers in Ohio and Indiana, Tom
Shachtman offers an account of Amish life as a mirror
to the soul-searching and questing that we recognize
as a generally intrinsic part of adolescence. The
trappings of the Amish way of life—the "plain" clothes
and electricity-free farms—conceal the communities'
mystery: how they manage to retain their young
people and perpetuate themselves generation after
generation. The key to this is the rumspringa, when
Amish youth are allowed to live outside the bounds of
their faith, experimenting with alcohol, premarital
sex, trendy clothes, telephones, drugs, and wild
parties. By allowing them such freedom, their parents
hope they will learn enough to help them make the
most important decision of their lives—whether to be
baptized as Christians, join the church, and forever
give up worldly ways, or to remain out in the world. In
this searching book, Shachtman draws on his skills as
a documentarian to capture young people on the cusp
of a fateful decision, and to give us an original and
deeply affecting portrait of the Amish as a whole.

An Amish Paradox
The star of Amish Mafia presents a confessional about
Amish life today to reveal practices of forbidden
indulgences, senseless shunnings and colorful family
feuds while sharing insights into infamous news
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events. TV tie-in.

Multicultural Health
Arctic Fire: A Novel

Synchronicity
Starting a new life in Wells Landing, a small Amish
community in Oklahoma, single mother Caroline
Hostetler must learn the true meaning of sacrifice and
forgiveness when the arrival of an Englisher threatens
to expose the secrets she has worked so hard to hide.
Original.

The Chimera Affair
Synchronicity: A Short Story

Kick at the Darkness
The war is over. The battle for love has just begun. As
Marines, Cal and Jim depended on each other to
survive bloodshed and despair in the Pacific. Relieved
to put the horrors of war behind him, Jim went home
to his apple orchard and a quiet life with his wife and
children. Knowing Jim could never return his forbidden
feelings, Cal hoped time and an ocean between them
would dull the yearning for his best friend. But when
Jim’s wife dies, Cal returns to help. He doesn’t know a
thing about apple farming—or children—but he’s
determined to be there for Jim, even as the painful
torch he carries blazes back to life. Jim is grateful for
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his friend’s support as he struggles with buried
emotions and dark wartime memories. Then Jim
begins to see Cal in a new light, and their relationship
deepens in ways neither expected. Can they build a
life together as a family and find happiness in a world
that would condemn them?

The Christmas Deal
This book looks at thirteen different legal systems,
ranging from Imperial China to modern Amish: how
they worked, what problems they faced, how they
dealt with them. Some chapters deal with a single
legal system, others with topics relevant to several,
such as problems with law based on divine revelation
or how systems work in which law enforcement is
private and decentralized. The book's underlying
assumption is that all human societies face the same
problems, deal with them in an interesting variety of
different ways, are all the work of grown-ups, hence
should all be taken seriously. It ends with a chapter
on features of past legal systems that a modern
system might want to borrow.

The Christmas Deal
Will fake boyfriends become the real deal this
holiday? It’s the most wonderful time of the
year—except ex-Marine Logan is jobless and getting
evicted. Worse, he’s a new single dad with a stepson
who hates him. A kid needs stability—not to mention
presents under the tree—and Logan’s desperate.
Then he meets lonely Seth and makes a deal. Can
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Logan temporarily pretend to be live-in boyfriends to
increase Seth’s chances at a promotion? If it provides
a roof over their heads for the holidays, hell yeah.
Logan considers himself straight—he doesn’t count
occasional hookups with guys—but he can fake it.
Besides, with his shy little smile, Seth is surprisingly
sexy. Make that damn sexy. Shocked that Seth has
only been with one man, Logan can’t resist
sweetening their deal to teach him the joys of casual
sex. No strings attached. No feelings. No kissing. No
falling for each other. Easy, right? The Christmas Deal
is a steamy holiday gay romance from Keira Andrews
featuring fake boyfriends, bisexual awakening, a
clueless single dad with an angry preteen, and of
course a happy ending.

Rabi and Matthew
Sometimes love doesn't play by the rules. Rebecca
Lapp is a devout follower of her Amish faith and a firm
believer in the Ordnung, the set of rules that govern
her life in the tiny Pennsylvania town she calls home.
When she meets Dylan Mahoney, however, the rules
go out the window. During Rebecca's rumspringa—the
four-year period during which Amish teenagers decide
whether to join the church or leave it for the outside
world—Dylan, a film buff and aspiring movie critic,
shows Rebecca a world she never dreamed of. The
pair make plans to spend the rest of their lives
together until a rift forms between their families and
forces them to part ways. After much soul-searching,
Rebecca decides familial loyalty is more important
than her own happiness. But when her feelings for
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Dylan threaten to overwhelm her, Rebecca's loyalty is
put to the test. Love or tradition? Which path will she
choose?

Hunter's Pursuit
When the hunter becomes the hunted…do you trust
your instincts or your heart? A killer for hire,
Katarzyna Demetrious has grown weary of her violent
and solitary life. Contemplating retirement, she has
gone into hiding in her remote bunker home as a
blizzard rages outside. But her seclusion is shattered
by the appearance of a mysterious stranger, and, with
a price tag on her head, Kat is thrust into the most
perilous situation she has ever faced. Can she outwit
the assassins on her trail? And could the woman she
rescues…and is unexpectedly attracted to…be the
deadliest of them all?

Between Two Worlds
David Fisher has lived by the rules all his life. Born to
a Mennonite family, he obeyed his father and took
over the family farm, married, and had two children.
Now with both his kids in college and his wife
deceased, he runs his farm alone and without joy,
counting off the days of a life half-lived.Christie
Landon, graphic designer, Manhattanite, and fierce
gay party boy, needs a change. Now thirty, he figures
it's time to grow up and think about his future. When
his best friend overdoses, Christie resolves to take a
break from the city. He heads to a small house in
Lancaster County, Pennsylvania, to rest, recoup, and
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reflect.But life in the country is boring despite
glimpses of the hunky silver fox next door. When
Christie's creativity latches on to cooking, he decides
to approach his widower neighbor with a plan to share
meals and grocery expenses. David agrees, and soon
the odd couple finds they really enjoy spending time
together.Christie challenges the boundaries of David's
closed world and brings out feelings he buried long
ago. If he can break free of the past, he might find a
second chance at happiness.

The Preacher's Son
An Amish Paradox captures the complexity and
creativity of the Holmes County Amish, dispelling the
image of the Amish as a vestige of a bygone era and
showing how they reinterpret tradition as modernity
encroaches on their distinct way of life.

Caroline's Secret
A desperate young father. A lonely ranger. A race
against time. Jason Kellerman’s life revolves around
his eight-year-old daughter. Teenage curiosity with
his best friend led to Maggie’s birth, and her mother
tragically died soon after. Only twenty-five and a
single dad, Jason hasn’t had time to even think about
romance. Disowned by his wealthy family, he’s
scrimped and saved to bring Maggie west for a
camping vacation. The last thing Jason expects is to
question his sexuality after meeting a sexy, older park
ranger. Ben Hettler’s stuck. He loves working in the
wild under Montana’s big sky, but at forty-one, his
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love life is non-existent, his ex-boyfriend just married
and adopted, and Ben’s own dream of fatherhood
feels impossibly out of reach. He’s attracted to Jason,
but what’s the point? Besides the age difference and
skittish Jason’s lack of experience, they live thousands
of miles apart. Ben wants more than a meaningless
fling. Then a hunted criminal on the run takes Jason’s
daughter hostage, throwing Jason and Ben together in
a desperate and dangerous search through endless
miles of mountain forest. They’ll go to the ends of the
earth to rescue Maggie—but what comes next? Can
they build a new family together and find a place to
call home? Ends of the Earth is an age-gap gay
romance from Keira Andrews featuring sexual
awakening, action and adventure, a plucky kid, and of
course a happy ending. Note: Previously published as
Road to the Sun.

Growing Up Amish
Ends of the Earth
Will a virgin captive surrender to this pirate’s sinful
touch? Nathaniel Bainbridge is used to hiding,
whether it’s concealing his struggles with reading or
his forbidden desire for men. Under the thumb of his
controlling father, the governor of Primrose Isle, he’s
sailing to the fledging colony, where he’ll surrender to
a respectable marriage for his family’s financial gain.
Then pirates strike and he’s kidnapped for ransom by
the Sea Hawk, a legendary villain of the New World.
Bitter and jaded, Hawk harbors futile dreams of
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leaving the sea for a quiet life, but men like him don’t
deserve peace. He has a score to settle with
Nathaniel’s father—the very man whose treachery
forced him into piracy—and he’s sure Nathaniel is just
as contemptible. Yet as days pass in close quarters,
Nathaniel’s feisty spirit and alluring innocence beguile
and bewitch. Although Hawk knows he must keep his
distance, the desire to teach Nathaniel the pleasure
men can share grows uncontrollable. It’s not as
though Hawk would ever feel anything for him
besides lust… Nathaniel realizes the fearsome Sea
Hawk’s reputation is largely invented, and he sees the
lonely man beneath the myth, willingly surrendering
to his captor body and soul. As a pirate’s prisoner, he
is finally free to be his true self. The crew has been
promised the ransom Nathaniel will bring, yet as
danger mounts and the time nears to give him up,
Hawk’s biggest battle could be with his own heart.
This May-December gay romance from Keira Andrews
features classic tropes including: a tough alpha pirate
too afraid to love, a plucky virgin captive half his age,
enemies to lovers, first-time sexual discovery, and of
course a happy ending.

A Forbidden Rumspringa
The war is over. The battle for love has just begun. As
Marines, Cal and Jim depended on each other to
survive bloodshed and despair in the Pacific. Relieved
to put the horrors of war behind him, Jim went home
to his apple orchard and a quiet life with his wife and
children. Knowing Jim could never return his forbidden
feelings, Cal hoped time and an ocean between them
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would dull the yearning for his best friend. But when
Jim's wife dies, Cal returns to help. He doesn't know a
thing about apple farming-or children-but he's
determined to be there for Jim, even as the painful
torch he carries blazes back to life. Jim is grateful for
his friend's support as he struggles with buried
emotions and dark wartime memories. Then Jim
begins to see Cal in a new light, and their relationship
deepens in ways neither expected. Can they build a
life together as a family and find happiness in a world
that would condemn them? Note: Contains scenes of
violence and post-traumatic stress.

The Literary Party
Aiden Cermak and Daniel Schrock are the definition of
“worlds apart.” It doesn’t get more different than
agnostic and Amish, and no one is more aware of this
than Aiden. The young Chicago journalist travels to
central Illinois Amish Country to research an article
and ends up as a house guest of Daniel and his family
after an act of bravery leaves the Schrocks in his
debt.

His Surrogate Omega: An MPREG
Omegaverse Book
A new novella from New York Times, USA TODAY and
internationally bestselling author Julie Kagawa in the
Iron Fey series. A Midsummer’s Nightmare? Robin
Goodfellow. Puck. Summer Court prankster, King
Oberon’s right hand, bane of many a faery queen’s
existence, and secret friend to Prince Ash of the
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Winter Court. Until one girl’s death came between
them, and another girl stole both their hearts. Now
Ash has granted one favor too many, and someone’s
come to collect, forcing the prince to a place he
cannot go without Puck’s help - into the heart of the
Summer Court. And Puck faces the ultimate choice:
betray Ash and possibly win the girl they both love, or
help his former friend turned bitter enemy pull off a
deception that no true faery prankster could possibly
resist. Don’t miss the first book in Julie Kagawa’s
highly anticipated new series, SHADOW OF THE FOX,
AVAILABLE OCTOBER 2, 2018

Flash Rip
New diversity style guide helps journalists write with
authority and accuracy about a complex, multicultural
world A companion to the online resource of the same
name, The Diversity Style Guide raises the
consciousness of journalists who strive to be accurate.
Based on studies, news reports and style guides, as
well as interviews with more than 50 journalists and
experts, it offers the best, most up-to-date advice on
writing about underrepresented and often
misrepresented groups. Addressing such thorny
questions as whether the words Black and White
should be capitalized when referring to race and
which pronouns to use for people who don’t identify
as male or female, the book helps readers navigate
the minefield of names, terms, labels and
colloquialisms that come with living in a diverse
society. The Diversity Style Guide comes in two parts.
Part One offers enlightening chapters on Why is
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Diversity So Important; Implicit Bias; Black Americans;
Native People; Hispanics and Latinos; Asian
Americans and Pacific Islanders; Arab Americans and
Muslim Americans; Immigrants and Immigration;
Gender Identity and Sexual Orientation; People with
Disabilities; Gender Equality in the News Media;
Mental Illness, Substance Abuse and Suicide; and
Diversity and Inclusion in a Changing Industry. Part
Two includes Diversity and Inclusion Activities and an
A-Z Guide with more than 500 terms. This guide:
Helps journalists, journalism students, and other
media writers better understand the context behind
hot-button words so they can report with confidence
and sensitivity Explores the subtle and not-so-subtle
ways that certain words can alienate a source or
infuriate a reader Provides writers with an
understanding that diversity in journalism is about
accuracy and truth, not “political correctness.” Brings
together guidance from more than 20 organizations
and style guides into a single handy reference book
The Diversity Style Guide is first and foremost a guide
for journalists, but it is also an important resource for
journalism and writing instructors, as well as other
media professionals. In addition, it will appeal to those
in other fields looking to make informed choices in
their word usage and their personal interactions.

A Very English Christmas
To live through the zombie apocalypse they have to
survive each other first. College freshman Parker
Osborne is having the worst day ever. He humiliated
himself trying to pick up a cute guy, he hasn’t made
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any friends at school, and his stupidly hot jerk of a TA
gave him a crappy grade on his paper. He’s going to
drop Adam Hawkins’ film class and start fresh
tomorrow after he’s had a good sulk. But Parker’s
about to find out what a bad day really looks like—if
he can survive the night. A virus is unleashed,
transforming infected people into zombie-like killers.
After these quick and deadly creepers swarm campus,
Parker only escapes thanks to Adam swooping him
onto the back of his trusty motorcycle. Now they're on
the run—and stuck with each other. When they’re not
bickering, they’re fighting off the infected in a bloody
battle for survival. Their only hope is to head east to
Parker's family, but orphaned Adam has a secret he’s
not sure Parker will accept: he’s a werewolf. Can they
trust each other enough to find some light in these
dark days? This gay romance from Keira Andrews
features enemies to lovers, a really stressful road trip,
two young men finding love in the zombie
apocalypse, and of course a happy ending. Book one
in the Kick at the Darkness m/m shifter romance
series.

Amish Confidential
Book two of The Easy Part New York socialite Alyse
Philips is not the airhead people take her for—she's
great at convincing D.C.'s rich and powerful to open
their wallets. Never one to coast on her family's
connections, her real dream is to help charities in a
bigger way. Before she can pursue her ambitions, she
discovers a money-laundering scandal that's got her
signature all over it. If Alyse can't clear her name,
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she'll never work in nonprofits again. Political blogger
Liam Nussbaum has been pining after Alyse for six
months, certain she'd never go for a quiet guy like
him. Helping her with the investigation is a nobrainer. But going up against a seedy network of
money and influence isn't just a romantic opportunity
or a chance to grab the headline that will take him
into the big time—it's a gamble that could destroy his
blog's reputation. As Liam and Alyse dig deeper, their
hearts collide alongside their ambition. Will they
choose love or politics? Because in Washington,
everything comes at a price. 70,000 words

Beyond the Sea
Two hot guys. One desert island. Troy Tanner walks
out on his boy band’s world tour rather than watching
his little brother snort his life away. Screw it. He’ll
take a private jet home and figure out his life away
from the spotlight. But Troy doesn’t make it home.
The plane crashes on a jungle island in the South
Pacific. Forget dodging the paparazzi—now Troy’s
desperate for food and water. The turquoise ocean
and white sand beach looks like paradise, but danger
lurks everywhere. Thank God the pilot survived too.
At least Troy’s not alone. He has Brian. Brian’s smart
and brave and strong. He doesn’t care that Troy’s
famous. Brian’s real. As days turn into weeks with no
sign of rescue, Troy and Brian rely on each other.
They make each other laugh despite being stranded.
They go from strangers to friends. What happens
when they want more? Although he and Brian both
identify as straight, their growing desire burns hotter
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than the tropical sun. If they explore their sexuality a
thousand miles from anything or anyone, can their
newfound love survive in the real world if they're
finally rescued? This slow-burn LGBT romance from
Keira Andrews features bisexual awakening, scorching
m/m first times, an age gap, and of course a happy
ending.

The Diversity Style Guide
A Very English Christmas: A Gay Amish Story

Semper Fi
Abstract:

None But Saints
Will fake boyfriends become the real deal this
holiday? It’s the most wonderful time of the
year—except ex-Marine Logan is jobless and getting
evicted. Worse, he’s a new single dad with a stepson
who hates him. A kid needs stability—not to mention
presents under the tree—and Logan’s desperate.
Then he meets lonely Seth and makes a deal. Can
Logan temporarily pretend to be live-in boyfriends to
increase Seth’s chances at a promotion? If it provides
a roof over their heads for the holidays, hell yeah.
Logan considers himself straight—he doesn’t count
occasional hookups with guys—but he can fake it.
Besides, with his shy little smile, Seth is surprisingly
sexy. Make that damn sexy. Shocked that Seth has
only been with one man, Logan can’t resist
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sweetening their deal to teach him the joys of casual
sex. No strings attached. No feelings. No kissing. No
falling for each other. Easy, right? The Christmas Deal
is a steamy holiday gay romance from Keira Andrews
featuring fake boyfriends, bisexual awakening, a
clueless single dad with an angry preteen, and of
course a happy ending.

A Second Harvest
A provocative and eye-opening account of growing up
gay and Amish. Poet James Schwartz combines a
mixture of poetry, short stories, and essays, to
elucidate what it's like to be born gay within an Amish
community. The Literary Party is an emotional,
touching book with implications that extend to any
religion or culture where intolerance is prevalent.
GayAndAmish.com
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